


26 years old – Founder & CEO
 

► Almost an Aerospace engineer, Mensa member (2% of world's
highest IQ)
► Blogger, startupper, artist and writer (2,500,000 fans on Facebook)
► Expert in unconventional marketing strategy and Web psychology
► Last startup (150k views/day) made with €50 and sold to €15,000 in 8
months
► I beat Cityville in Guinness World Record for most comments on a Fb
post
► I convinced Facebook to change its energy policies (with
Greenpeace)
► I was chosen to organize and promote 2 races of the America's Cup
2012/13

22 years old – Communication & PR
Law student (in my spare time, I say) ◄

Freelance journalist: my work is focused on the area of ◄
writing, editing, advertising and information technology  .

Collaborator of online newspapers Fanpage.it and Dirittodicritica.com
◄











► Barack Obama launches his campaign on Facebook
  and is elected President of the United States.
► Peoples of North Africa excess censorship and
coordinate
  through the web to start a revolution against the
dictators.
► Petitions collect so many signatures to force the British
  government to consider the approval of the religion of
Star Wars.
► Thousands of demonstrators occupy the centers of
power:
   in New York, the indignant of "Occupy Wall Street"
invade
  the city to protest peacefully against the economic
collapse.► Hundreds of people use social networks to

organize mass actions to be performed in the
streets.
► Thanks to the propaganda on the web, the
Italian referendum greatly exceeds the quorum
after 16 years and achieves a landslide victory
with 95%.



is a social network that allows to turn your best
ideas into mass Revolutions, in order to concretely
improve the world.

You can use it as simple blogger or to create group projects and propose causes,
ideas and goals to be achieved through the cooperation and support of other

users.
You can use tools designed to enhance, improve and amplify the ideas from the

bottom:► BLOG
Users share contributions and
opinions
► FORUM
Discuss in details about the cause
► PETITION
Collect signatures
(Local/National/Global)

► CROWDFUNDING
Instant credit + Rewards + Shopping list
► POLLS
Evaluate proposals and solutions
democratically ► LIVE
STREAMING
Live streaming Audio/Video + Group chat

Measures the trust of an user and
guarantees the reliability of his

projects

Most deserving project is rewarded
with donation + ads on the homepage



Vertical communication: one user writes a post (high
visibility) and many users are limited to comment (low
visibility)

BEFORE
ONE-WAY

Circular structure: everyone has same weight,
discussions branch in many directions to then channel
to the most efficient solution

► Variable number of participants (like a group chat in an old IRC
channel)
► Graphical mapping in real-time
► Discussions are saved and can
  be reviewed by other users

Special tool for brainstorming and group
debates

NOW
ROUND TABLE

Available in
full version of



Environmentalists and
animal rights activists

Entrepreneurs, geeks,
startuppers and researchers

Gaming & sport groups,
any kind of fanclub

Artists, schools of thought,
events, cultural associations

Politicians, city councils
(we-gov) and factions

Humanitarian organizations
and fundraising for charity Referendum and

electoral campaigns

Demonstrations and
social revolutions

Flash mobs, free hugs,
frozen actions,
pillow fights

Collection of signatures on a
local, national or global scale

Catastrophes and natural
disasters (No commission)



Virtual square with Live WebTV + Group
chat► User get on a virtual fruitbox to give a speech of 5-10 minutes

(only live!)
 

► Audicence: DeRev users + visitors of partner sites that host this
feature
 

► Speeches are not one-way but transformed into real debates:
viewers
 can comment and interact with the speaker through the group
chat.

► iPhone and Android apps
► Tools to share contents on social networks
► Widgets to embed each feature in external websites



70% Italy – 30%
World

► Age: 14 – 153 years old (18 years required for
crowdfunding)

100% World

Any citizen who wants to
express his opinion about
something, suggest solutions
to a problem, to promote ideas
and pursue personal goals or
common causes to a range of
users

► Artists & bloggers
► Environmentalists
► Politicians and factions
► Gaming groups
► Animal rights activists
► Humanitarian
organizations
► Scientists and
researchers
► Supporters & fanclubs

► Schools of
thought
► Startuppers
► Cultural
associations
► City councils
► Sports groups



► Automatic system to create personalized ads (choose budget, target &
duration)
► Targeted and contextual ads based on the page contents and user interests
► Users profiled according to their own information (age, sex, location) and
tastes (supported projects, political/religious views, most discussed topics in
posts and comments)

► 5% commission on donations received (except Emergency category)
► De Revolutione also collects donations through its Revolution page, which are
used
  to implement new features and reward the most deserving projects of the
month

► Put in evidence a profile, a post or a Revolution page
► Climb to the top of search results
► Speaker’s Corner



People are not already on the website, don't spend their time there and
don't remain after contributing: they discover a project only if the author

advertises it outside, so in a forced and not in a spontaneous way!

► No other tools or
features
 

► The author can write
only an
 introductory text, users
just a
 comment in their
signature

► No other tools or features
 

► Impose a deadline
 

► Money only if goal is
reached
 

► Often reserved to U.S.
  citizens or non-profit

Already affirmed on the market



Launch of Alpha version
[www.derevolutione.com]



The landing page reaches

38,000
 

subscriptions in the first month,
only with a slight buzz on social networks.

► The idea becomes a project
Every aspect of the social networks has been analyzed
and defined in details in order to be transformed into
code.

► We plan marketing strategies
with high media and social impact, to launch
simultaneously with the Beta through press, guerrilla
and unconventional campaigns.
 



► We established agreements with a network of bloggers, journalists,
international
  organizations and influential personalities from politics and show business
► We are looking for more developers to join the team

► Launch of the Beta version (limited number of subscriptions ≈ 200,000
accounts)
► Launch of the marketing campaigns, mostly addressed to the Italian market

► Release of the fixed and complete version (unlimited subscriptions!)
► Launch of the marketing campaigns addressed to the world market



► 2 Web
developers
► 1 Web designer
 

 
 

► Dedicated
servers
► Bandwidth
► Web services

 
 

► Legal fees
► Office space
► Marketing

 
 




